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Soil redox status is one of the most important soil feature which decidedly influences solubility and biotransformations of nutrients and pollutants in the soil [1,3,4].
It makes possible, on the basis of climate data (temperature and precipitation), to elaborate prognosis of transformations and leaking of nutrients and pollutants from soils
to surface and subsurface waters.
This feature is a resultant effect of soil microbial activity, carbon availability, temperature, and of the pool of oxidized forms of nitrogen, manganese and iron. Characterized,
on the biological basis, it is called soil redox resistance and is defined as the time (in
hours and days) needed to decrease soil redox potential (Eh) under flooded conditions,
and fixed temperature to 400 mV corresponding the nitrates decomposition (t400 index), or to 300 mV corresponding to the reduction of iron (t300 index). This feature
proposed by Gliński and St˛epniewska [2] Allowed to characterize a main of Polish
soils and elaborate maps for mineral arable soils of Poland [5]. They show t400 and
t300 values of soils of whole Poland in the function of various temperatures and soil
depth.
The results obtained permitted the determination of the dynamics of Eh in the course
of incubation of soil samples flooded with water et 5, 10 and 20ºC and its consequences for the solubility of biogenic elements and heavy metals.

It appeared that loess soils formed from material at the uniform grain size are very
sensitive to soil redox potential changes and show extremely small redox resistance in
comparison to soils formed from other formations.
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The authors are going to show how soil redox resistance expressed by t400 and t300
indexes can change along the eroded loess slope at different temperatures and their
relation to solubility of some heavy metals (Cu, Mn, Fe, Cr, Cd). Soil samples were
drawn from various places of the eroded slope and in the laboratory conditions, after
flooding with water they were incubated at 5, 10 and 20o C. Eh was measured in the
soil supernatant when it reached 400 and 300 mV. During incubation concentration of
tested metals were tested in water solutions.
In the places under examination t400 values ranged from hours to 5 days and t300
from 1 day to 40 days. These changes were caused mainly by temperature and also by
the place of soil sampling along the eroded slope and with the depth of soil profile.
Concentration of Cu, Mn, Fe, Cr, Cd were very differ in water solutions and was
correlated with redox conditions in flooded samples of loess soils.
The results obtained confirmed the role of soil redox resistance as a good characteristics of loess soil sensitivity to temperature changes in solubility of heavy metals and
the effect of eroded processes.

